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Abstract 

Accurate localization has gained significant interest in the field of sensor networks, 

impulse radio60GHz signals which is low cost, low complexity are even much more 

practical for ranging, localization and tracking systems because of the high time and 

multipath resolution and so on. Typically, accurate Time of Arrival (TOA) estimation of 

the 60GHz signals is very important. In order to improve the precision of the TOA 

estimation, a new TOA estimation algorithm based on Energy Detector is proposed which 

is based on a joint metric of the Skewness, Kurtosis, Maximum Slope and Standard 

Deviation after Energy Detection. The best threshold based on the signal-to-noise ratio 

(SNR) is investigated and the effects of the integration period and channel model are 

examined. Simulation results are presented which show that for theIEEE802.15.3c 

channel models CM1.1 and CM2.1, the proposed algorithm provides better precision and 

robustness in both high and low SNR environments than other ED-based algorithms. 

 

Keywords: 60GHz, TOA estimation, Energy Detector, Skewness, Kurtosis, Maximum 

Slope and Standard Deviation 

 

1. Introduction 

The demand for high data rate wireless communications with low latency has increased 

dramatically in recent years. Unfortunately, due to spectrum limitations and transmit 

power regulations, current short-range wireless communication strategies cannot achieve 

Gigabit per second (Gbps) data rates. Fortunately, wireless communications in the 60GHz 

millimeter wave (mm-wave) band has become viable for Gbps wireless communication 

networks [1-4] due to the availability of several GHz of license-free spectrum, up to 10W 

maximum transmit power, no interference from other systems, and the development of 

low-cost Complementary Metal-Oxide Semiconductor (CMOS) devices.  

The Federal Communications Commission (FCC) permits communications in 

the 60GHz unlicensed band at an Effective Isotropic Radiated Power (EIRP) of up to 

40dBm, which is many times greater than other short-range wireless communication 

strategies. In China, this limit is 44dBm [5]. Although the Path Loss (PL) is high at 

60GHz, the received power can still be significant. Impulse radio (IR) communication 

strategies have been proposed for this frequency band because it can be effective in 

separating the multipath signals at the receiver. This is because short pulses are employed 

for communications with a duration (typically under 100 picoseconds), which is far less 

than the multipath propagation delay. These signals can also provide the fine multipath 
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resolution required for high precision ranging and localization [6].Thus, 60GHz signals 

are even much suitable for localization applications for short distances. 

Generally, the localization strategies can be classified into range based[7-10] and 

non-range based [11]. For example, TOA [10, 12] and Time Difference of Arrival (TDOA) 

[10] are range based strategies, while Received Signal Strength (RSS) and Angle of 

Arrival(AOA) [11] are non-range based. Localization that based on range (TOA or TDOA) 

is even much suitable for usingwithIR-60GHzstrategy [11], as it can take full advantage 

of the higher time and multipath resolution available with very short IR-60GHzsignals. 

TOA estimation which is even much more accurate is the key to accurate ranging, but this 

is very challenging due to the potentially hundreds of multipath components in 60GHz 

channels, even in the Non-line of Sight (NLOS) environments. 

TOA estimation has been extensively studied [12, 15-18] for the past few years. There 

are two approaches which are much more applicable for TOA estimation, a Matched Filter 

[16] (such as a rake or correlation receiver) with a higher sampling rate and higher 

precision correlation, or an Energy Detector [18] with a lower sampling rate and lower 

complex. A Matched Filter is the optimal strategy for TOA estimation, where a correlator 

template is matched exactly to the received signal. However, a receiver operating at the 

NY Quist sampling rate makes it very difficult to align with the multipath components of 

the received signal [15].  

In addition, a Matched Filter requires a priori estimation of the channel, including the 

timing, fading coefficient, and pulse shape for each component of the impulse response 

[15]. Because of the higher sampling rates and channel estimation, a Matched Filter may 

not be practical in many applications. As opposed to a more complex Matched Filter, an 

Energy Detector is a non-coherent approach to TOA estimation. It consists of a 

square-law device, followed by an integrator, sampler and a decision mechanism. The 

TOA estimate is made by comparing the integrator output with a threshold and choosing 

the first sample to exceed the threshold. This is a convenient strategy that directly yields 

an estimate of the start of the received signal. Thus, a low complexity, low sampling rate 

receiver can be employed without the need for a priori channel estimation. 

The major challenge with Energy Detector is the selection of an appropriate threshold 

based on the received signal samples. In [17], a normalized threshold selection strategy 

for TOA estimation was proposed which exploits the kurtosis of the received samples. In 

[18], an approach based on the minimum and maximum sample energy was introduced. 

Threshold selection for different SNR values was investigated via simulation. These 

approaches have limited TOA precision, as the strongest path is not necessarily the first 

arriving path. 

In this paper, we consider the relationship between the SNR and the statistics of the 

integrator output including Maximum Slope, Kurtosis, Skewness and Standard Deviation. 

A metric based on Maximum Slope, Kurtosis, Skewness and Standard Deviation is then 

developed for threshold selection. The threshold for different SNR values is investigated 

and the effects of the integration period and channel are examined. Performance results 

are presented which show that in both the CM1.1 and CM2.1 channels, this joint metric 

provides higher precision and robustness. 

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 the system model is 

outlined. Section 3discusses various TOA estimation algorithms based on Energy Detector. 

Section 4 considers the statistical characteristics of the energy values. In Section 5 a joint 

metric based on Maximum Slope, Kurtosis, Skewness and Standard Deviation is proposed. 

Some performance results are presented in Section 6 and Section 7 concludes the paper. 
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2. System Model 

Currently, there are two important standards that have been developed for 60GHz 

wireless communications systems, IEEE 802.15.3c and IEEE 802.11ad [19-20]. In this 

paper, the channel models in IEEE 802.15. 3c standard are used because it is specifically 

designed for Wireless Personal Area Networks and thus encompasses typical indoor 

environments. Further, these are the most widely employed models for 60GHz systems. 

The IEEE 802.15.3c standard was the first developed for high data rate short-range 

wireless systems. The physical layer was designed to support the transmission of data 

within a few meters at a minimum data rate of 2Gbps. These models have been developed 

for communications in the frequency band 57 to 66GHz in indoor residential, indoor 

office and library environments (with differences largely due to the LOS and NLOS 

characteristics) [21-25].  

In this paper, a Pulse Position Modulation Time Hopping60GHz signal is employed for 

ranging purposes. The propagation delay  , between the transmitter and receiver is 

estimated for use in localization.  

 

2.1. 60GHz Signal 

The 2PPM-TH-60GHz signals have a very short duration (typically 100 picoseconds or 

less), and can be expressed as 

   s j c j
s t p t jT C T a 





    (1) 

Each symbol is represented by a sequence of very short pulses, where
s

T is the 

symbol time. The Time Hopping (TH) code represented by C is a pseudorandom 

integer-valued sequence which is unique for each user to limit multiple access 

interference, and
c

T is the chip time. The PPM time shift is  so that if
j

a is 1, the signal is 

shifted in time by  , while
j

a is 0, there is no shift. In general, these parameters satisfy the 

following relationship: 

(1)
j c s

C T T  ; (2)
c

T  ; (3)  0
j j c j

a C T C    

Many pulse shapes have been proposed for 60 GHz systems. In this paper a Gaussian 

pulse is employed which is multiplied by the carrier signal to give as shown in the 

Figure1 [26] 
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Figure 1. Waveform of the 60GHz Signal 

Here is the shape factor, and
c

f is the carrier frequency which here is 6 0
c

f  GHz. A 

smaller shape factor results in a shorter duration pulse and a larger bandwidth. 

 

2.2. Signal Shift and Path Loss 

The path loss is defined as the ratio of the received signal power to the transmit signal 

power and it is very important for link budget analysis. Unlike narrow-band system, the 

path loss for a wide-band system such as mm-wave system is both distance and frequency 

dependent. In order to simplify the models, it is assumed that the frequency dependence 

path loss is negligible and only distance dependence path loss is modeled. The signal path 

loss, which depends on the propagation distance and the channel (IEEE802.15.3c), is 

described by  

     0 1 0 0

0

= 1 0 lo g ;
d

P L d d B P L n X d B d d
d


   

 

 
 

  (3) 

Where
0

d and d denote the reference distance, and distance respectively. Thepath loss 

exponent n for mm-wave based measurements ranges from 1.2-2.0 for LOS and from 

1.97-10 for NLOS, in various different indoor environments. In the presence of wave 

guiding effects and reverberation effects which lead to increase in power levels by 

multipath aggregation, n can be smaller than 2. X


is that the unit dB, with mean zero 

and variance
s

 for a Gaussian random variable [11]. Table 1 summarizes the values of n,

0
,

s
P L  for different environments and scenarios.  

Table1. Values of n,
0

,
s

P L  for Different Environments and Scenarios 

environments n PL0 s
  

Indoorresidential(LOS) 1.53 75.1 1.50 

indoor residential(NLOS) 2.44 86.0 6.20 

indoor office (LOS) 1.16 84.6 5.40 

indoor office (NLOS) 3.74 56.1 8.60 
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The signal shift can be expressed as: 

  / /t d t flo o r d c d t             (4) 

Whered denotes the distance between the transmitter and receiver, dt is the sampling 

period and c is the speed of light which is 299792458m/s in the air.  

 

2.3. Multipath Fading Channel 

The received signal can be written as 

     
1

N

n n

n

r t p t n t 



                       (5) 

Where N is the number of received multipath components, 
n

 and
n

 denotes the 

amplitude and delay of the nth path respectively, p (t) is the received 60GHz pulse and n 

(t)is Additive White Gaussian Noise (AWGN) with zero mean and two sided power 

spectral density N0/2. Equation (5)can be rewritten as 

       r t s t h t n t                             (6) 

Where  s t is the transmitted signal, and  h t is the channel impulse response which can 

be expressed as 

       
1 1

,

k
LK

k l k k l k k l

k l

h t t T       

 

                 (7) 

Where  . is the Dirac-delta function, K is the number of clusters, 
k

L is the number of 

rays in the th
k cluster, and

k l
 , 

kl
 and

k l
 denote the complex amplitude, delay and azimuth 

of the th
k ray of the th

l cluster, respectively. Similarly, 
k

T and
k

 represent the delay and 

mean Angle of Arrivalof the th
k cluster.  

 

2.4. Energy Detector 

As shown in Figure 2[27], after the amplifier, the received signals are squared, and 

then input to an integrator with integration periodT b . Because of the inter-frame leakage 

due to multipath signals, the integration duration is 3 / 2
f

T , so the number of signal values 

for Energy Detector is N= 3 / 2
f

T T b . The integrator outputs can be expressed as: 

   
   

   1
2

1 1
1

f j

f j

N
i T c n T b

i T c n T b
i

z n r t d t
  

   


                   (8) 

Where  1, 2 , ..,n N denotes the sample index with respect to the starting point of the 

integration period and N is the number of pulses per symbol. Here, N is set to 1, so the 

integrator outputs are 
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                         (9) 

 

Figure 2. Block Diagram of the Energy Detector Receiver 

If  z n is the integration of noise only, it has a centralized Chi-square distribution, while 

it has a non-centralized Chi-square distribution if a signal is present. The mean and 

variance of the noise and signal values are given by [17] respectively. 
2

0
F  ,

4

0
2 F                  (10) 
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2

e n
F E   ,

2 4 2
2 4

e n
F E                 (11) 

Here
n

E is the signal energy within the nth integration period and F is the number of 

degrees of freedom given by 2 1F B T b  . Here B is the signal bandwidth. 

 

3. TOA Estimation Based on Energy Detector 
 

3.1. TOA Estimation Algorithms 

There are many TOA estimation algorithms based on Energy Detector for determining 

the start block of a received signal. The simplest is Maximum Energy Selection (MES), 

which chooses the maximum energy value to be the start of the signal value. The TOA is 

estimated as the center of the corresponding integration period 

    
1

a rg m a x 0 .5

b

M E S

n N

z n T b
 

 
  
 

            (12) 

 

Figure 3. TOA Estimation Based on Energy Detector 

However, as show in Figure 3, the maximum energy value may not be the first energy 

block [13], especially in NLOS environments. On average, the first energy value  z n is 

located before the maximum  m ax
z n , i.e., 

m ax
n n . Thus, Threshold Crossing TOA 

estimation has been proposed where the received energy values are compared to an 

appropriate threshold . In this case, the TOA estimation is given by 

  
m a x

1

a rg m in | 0 .5
T C

n n

n z n T b 
 

 
   
 

             (13) 

It is difficult to determine an appropriate threshold directly, so usually a normalized 

threshold 
n o rm

 is calculated. Using
n o rm

 ,  is given by 

         m ax m in m in
n o rm

z n z n z n               (14) 

The TOA (
T C

 ) is then obtained using (11).A simpler Threshold Crossing algorithm is 

the Fixed Threshold algorithm where the threshold is set to a fixed value, for example

= 0 .4
n o rm

 .The problem in this case becomes one of how to set the threshold. It should be 

based on the statistics of the signal energy, particularly for multipath, NLOS indoor 

environments. 

 

3.2. Error Analysis 

The Mean Absolute Error (MAE) of TOA estimation based on Threshold Crossing was 
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analyzed, and closed form error expressions derived. The MAE can be used to evaluate 

the quality of an algorithm, and is defined as 

 
1

1
N

n n

n

M A E t t
N 

                        (15) 

Where
n

t is the nth actual propagation time, 
n

t is the nth TOA estimate, and N is the 

number of TOA estimates. 

 

4. Statistical Characteristics 

Maximum Slope, Kurtosis, Skewness and Standard Deviation of the energy blocks are 

analyzed in this section. 

 

4.1. Kurtosis 

The Kurtosis is calculated using the second and fourth order moments and is given by  

 

 

 
4 4

2 4
2

i x i x

x
i x

E x E x

k

E x

 




    
   

 

 
 

                (16) 

Here
x

 is the mean value, and
x

 is the standard deviation. The Kurtosis for a standard 

normal distribution is three. For this reason, Kurtosis is often redefined as K K 3 

(often referred to as "excess Kurtosis"), so that the standard normal distribution has a 

Kurtosis of zero, positive Kurtosis indicates a "peaked" distribution and negative Kurtosis 

indicates a "flat" distribution. For noise only (or for a low SNR) and sufficiently large F 

(degrees of freedom of the Chi-square distribution),  z n has a Gaussian distribution and 

Kurtosis =0. On the other hand, as the SNR increases, Kurtosis will tend to increase. 

 

4.2. Maximum Slope 

Kurtosis cannot account for delay or propagation time, so the slope of the energy 

values is considered as a measure. These values are divided into (N-M+1) groups, with M 

values in each group. The slope for each group is calculated using a least squares line-fit. 

The Maximum Slope can then be expressed as 

       
1 1

m ax , 1 , ....., 1
n N M

M S slo p e lin e fit z n z n z n M
   

           (17) 

4.3. Standard Deviation 

The Standard Deviation is a widely used measure of variability. It shows how much 

variation or "dispersion" there is from the average (mean or expected value). The 

Standard Deviation is given by 

 
2

1

1

N

i x

i

x

D
N











                    (18) 

4.4. Skewness 

The Skewness is given by 

 
 

3

3

1

1

1

N

i x

i

S x
N


 

 


                    (19) 

Here
x

 is the mean value, and  is the standard deviation of the energy values. The 

Skewness for a normal distribution is 0; in fact any symmetric data will have a Skewness 

of zero. Negative values of Skewness indicate that the data is skewed left, while positive 

values indicate data that is skewed right. Skewed left indicates that the left tail is long 

relative to the right tail, while skewed right indicates the opposite. For noise only (or very 
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low SNR), and sufficiently large F, Skewness≈0. As the SNR increases, Skewness will 

tend to increase. 

 

4.5. Characteristics of Parameters 

In order to examine the characteristics of parameters (Skewness, Maximum Slope, 

Kurtosis and Standard Deviation), the CM1.1 (residential LOS) and CM2.1 (residential 

NLOS) channel models from the IEEE802.15.3c standard are employed. For each SNR 

value, 1000 channel realizations are generated and sampled at 1 0
1

c
f e  Hz. The other 

system parameters are 2 0 0
f

T n s , 1
c

T n s , the value of T b is from1ns to 4nsand N=1. Each 

realization has a TOA uniformly distributed within  0
f

T . 

The four parameters were calculated, and the results obtained are shown in from 

Figures 4-11. This results show that the characteristics of the parameters with respect to 

the SNR are similar for the two channels. Further, from Figures 4-11, results show that the 

Maximum Slope isn't monotonous with respect to SNR (especially in the NLOS 

environment) in the 60GHz wireless communication system. So the results of the 

multiplication of the two variables (Maximum Slope and Standard Deviation) are used as 

the new parameter 'SM'. By the same token, the results of the division of two variables 

(Kurtosis and Skewness) are used as the new parameter 'K/S'.  

We can see that K/S, Skewness, Kurtosis increases as the SNR increases both in 

channel CM1.1 and CM2.1, but K/S changes more rapidly in comparison with other 

parameters. Conversely, the SM and Standard Deviation decrease with the increase of the 

SNR, but the SM changes more rapidly in comparison with other parameters. Since SM 

and K/S change more rapidly than other parameters, they better reflect changes in SNR, 

and so they are even more suitable for TOA estimation. Moreover, when the SNR is less 

than 10dB, K/S changes slowly while the SM changes rapidly. On the other hand, when 

the SNR is higher than 10dB, the SM changes rapidly but the K/S changes slowly. 

Therefore, no single parameter is a good measure of SNR change over a wide range of 

values. Thus, a joint metric based on Skewness, 

Maximum Slope, Kurtosis and Standard Deviation are proposed in the next section for 

TOA estimation. 

Based on the results in Section 4.5, a joint metric for TOA estimation is formulated as 

/ G K S SM                  (20) 

Where 'K/S' is the results of the division of two variables (Kurtosis and Skewness) and 

'SM' is the results of the multiplication of the two variables (Maximum Slope and 

Standard Deviation). 
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Figure 4. Parameters Change with SNR in CM1.1 with Tb=1ns 

 

Figure 5. Parameters Change with SNR in CM1.1 with Tb=2ns 
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Figure 6. Parameters Change with SNR in CM1.1 with Tb=3ns 

 

Figure 7. Parameters Change with SNR in CM1.1 with Tb=4ns 
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Figure 8. Parameters Change with SNR in CM 2.1 with Tb=1ns 

 

Figure 9. Parameters Change with SNR in CM 2.1 with Tb=2ns 
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Figure 10. Parameters Change with SNR in CM 2.1 with Tb=3ns 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 11. Parameters Change with SNR in CM 2.1 with Tb=4ns 

5. Optimal Threshold Selection 

The relationship between G and the optimal normalized threshold
o p t

 must be 

established. According to Figures 12 and 13, the curves forCM1.1 andCM2.1 for a given 

value of Tb are similar, so models are derived only for Tb=1ns, Tb=2ns, Tb=3ns and 

Tb=4ns. The steps to establish the relationship between G and
o p t

 can expressed as: 

(1)Generating amounts of channel realizations (1000 channel realizations are generated 

in this paper) aiming at different channel model (CM1.1 and CM2.1), Tb=1ns, 2ns, 3ns 

and 4ns, and SNR value in the range from 4dB to 32dB. 

(2) Calculating the average value of MAE with respect to different
n o rm

 for different G 

value, channel model(CM1.1 and CM2.1), and Tb as shown inSection“5.2.Relationship 
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between MAE and the Normalized Threshold”. In the process of simulation, because of 

the signals are generated randomly, so there are different MAE values with respect to one 

normalized threshold, so the average MAE is obtained. At the same time, because G is a 

real value, G should be rounded to the nearest discrete value, for example integer value or 

half-integer value. 

(3) Selecting the normalized threshold with the lowest MAE as the best threshold
b est



with respect to G for each channel model and Tb, as shown in Section “Optimal 

thresholds”. 

(4) Calculating the average normalized thresholds of channels CM1.1 and CM2.1 for 

different G as the optimal normalized threshold
n o rm

 , as shown in Section “Optimal 

thresholds”. 

 

 

Figure 12. Average Values with Respect to SNR for Different CM and Tb 

 

Figure 13. Average Values with Respect to SNR for Different CM and Tb 
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5.1. Relationship between G and SNR 

In order to verify the relationship between the proposed metric G and SNR, 1000 

channel realizations were generated when SNR is from 4 dB to 34 dB in 

eachIEEE802.15.3c channel. The average values of G are presented in the Figure 12 and 

Figure 13. The results show that G is a monotonic function for a large range of SNR 

values, and it is even much more sensitive to changes in SNR. The eight fixed curves 

differ somewhat due to the Channel Model and integration period used. The figure shows 

that G is more sensitive to T b . 

 

5.2. Relationship between MAE and the Normalized Threshold 

In order to determine the best threshold  b es t
 based on G, the relationship between 

MAE and normalized threshold  n o rm
 was investigated. 1000 channel realizations with 

SNR={4, 5,…, 34} dB were simulated under CM1.1 and CM2.1 environments. is the 

threshold which is compared to the energy values to find the first threshold crossing. 

When is bigger than  m ax
z n , we can’t get the TOA estimation, so in this case, is set to 

be 1. 

In the simulation, all G values were rounded to the nearest integer and half-integer 

values for all SNR values. From Figures14-21 show the relationship between MAE and 

the Normalized Threshold in the CM1.1 and CM2.1channels, respectively, with T b is1ns, 

2ns, 3ns and 4ns. The relationship is always that the MAE decreases as G increases. 

Another conclusion is that the minimum MAE is lower as G increases. The normalized 

threshold
n o rm

 with respect to the minimum MAE is just the best threshold
b est

 . The 

relationship between 
b est

 and G will be shown in the next section. 

 

Figure 14. MAE with Respect to G (CM1.1 and Tb=1ns) 
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Figure 15. MAE with Respect to G(CM1.1 and Tb=2ns) 

 

Figure 16. MAE with Respect to G(CM1.1 and Tb=3ns) 
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Figure 17. MAE with Respect to G(CM1.1 and Tb=4ns) 

 

Figure 18. MAE with Respect to G(CM2.1 and Tb=1ns) 
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Figure 19. MAE with Respect to G (CM2.1 and Tb=2ns) 

 

Figure 20. MAE with Respect to G(CM2.1 and Tb=3ns) 
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Figure 21. MAE with Respect to G(CM2.1 and Tb=4ns) 

5.3. Optimal Thresholds 

The normalized threshold
n o rm

 with respect to the minimum MAE is called the best 

threshold 
b est

 for a given G. Therefore, the lowest points of the curves in Figures 

14-21for each G are selected as the
b est

 .  

These results show that the relationship between the two parameters is not affected 

significantly by the channel model, but is more dependent on the integration period, so the 

values for channels CM1.1 and CM2.1 can be combined. Therefore, the average of the 

two values is used as the optimal normalized threshold 
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 (24) 

5.4. Normalized Threshold with G 

From the results in the previous section, the relationship between
b est

 and G shows in 

Figure 22 (1ns), Figure 23 (2ns), Figure 24 (3ns) and Figure 25 (4ns) for each value of G. 

This shows that the relationship between the two parameters is not affected significantly 

by the CM, but is more dependent on the integration period. Therefore, four piecewise 

functions were fitted to these results aiming at  1 , 2 , 3 , 4T b n s n s n s n s . The relationship can 

be described as expression (25), expression (26), expression (27) and expression (28). 
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Figure 22. Normalized Threshold with Respect to GTb=1ns 
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Figure23. Normalized Threshold with Respect to GTb=2ns 
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Figure24. Normalized Threshold with Respect to GTb=3ns 
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Figure25. Normalized Threshold with Respect to GTb=4ns 
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6. Results and Discussion  

In this section, the MAE is examined for different TOA estimation algorithms which 

based on Energy Detecting in the IEEE 802.15.3cCM1.1 and CM2.1 channels. As before, 

1000 channel realizations are generated for each case. A 2PPM-TH-60GHz signal is 

employed, and the received signal is sampled at 1 0
1

c
f e  Hz. The other system parameters 

are 2 0 0
f

T n s , 1
c

T n s the value of T b is from 1ns to 4nsand N = 1. Each realization has 

a TOA uniformly distributed within (0- 
f

T ). 

The MAE for SNR values from 4dB to 34dB in LOS (CM1.1) is presented in the 

Figure26 ( 1 4T b n s a n d n s ) and Figure 28 ( 2 3T b n s a n d n s ). At the same time, The MAE 

for SNR values from 4dB to 34dB in NLOS(CM2.1) is presented in the Figure 

27( 1 4T b n s a n d n s )and Figure29( 2 3T b n s a n d n s ). This shows that the proposed 

algorithm performs even much better than other algorithm such as MES and Fixed 

Threshold. The performance in CM1.1 is better than in CM2.1 aiming at the same T b . In 

most cases, the performance with 1T b n s is better than that with [2 , 3 4 ]T b n s n s a n d n s

regardless of the channel. The MAE performance with three TOA algorithms in channels 

CM1.1 and CM2.1 are shown in Figures 26-29respectively.  

Here “MES” is the Maximum Energy Selection algorithm, and the normalized 

threshold for the Fixed Threshold algorithm is set to 0.4 and 0.6. The MAE with the 

proposed algorithm is lower than other algorithms, particularly at low to moderate SNR 

values. The proposed algorithm is better except when the SNR is greater than 19dB. The 

performance of the proposed algorithm is more robust than the other algorithms, as the 

performance difference is very small compared to the difference with other algorithms. 

For almost all SNR values the proposed algorithm is even much better. Conversely, the 
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performance of other algorithms varies greatly and is very bad for low to moderate SNR 

values. 

 

Figure26. MAE for Different Algorithms with CM1.1 (Tb=1ns and 4ns) 

 

Figure27. MAE for Different Algorithms with CM1.1 (Tb=2ns and 3ns) 
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Figure 28. MAE for Different Algorithms with CM2.1 (Tb=1ns and 4ns) 

 

Figure 29. MAE for Different Algorithms with CM2.1 (Tb=2ns and 3ns) 

7. Conclusion 

Low complex TOA estimation algorithms that based on Energy Detector have been 

examined for IR-60GHz ranging, positioning, and tracking applications. Statistical 

parameters were investigated and a joint metric based on Skewness, Kurtosis, Maximum 

Slope and Standard Deviation was developed for Threshold Crossing TOA estimation 

according to the results obtained. The best normalized threshold was determined using 

simulation with the CM1.1 and CM2.1 channels. The effects of the integration period and 

channel model were investigated. It was determined that the proposed threshold selection 
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technique is largely independent of the channel model.  The performance of the 

proposed algorithm was shown to be better than several known algorithms. In addition, 

the proposed algorithm is more robust to changes in the SNR and integration period. 
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